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Norman Bay, President Barack Obama’s pick to lead FERC, is an experienced prosecutor known for cracking down on

Wall Street’s misdeeds on the energy markets.

But what he thinks about the biggest energy policy debates roiling the agency — such as integrating renewable energy

into the grid and encouraging new electric transmission — has FERC-watchers in Washington drawing a blank.

“Other than a couple of pieces of testimony he’s submitted to Capitol Hill … I don’t think he has a track record on these

issues,” said Jim Hoecker, who chaired FERC during the latter half of the Clinton administration.

Tyson Slocum, director of Public Citizen’s energy program, considers Bay a “great” pick in light of his track record

running FERC’s enforcement operation since 2009. But Slocum, too, was hard-pressed to point to any of Bay’s

positions on energy policy.

“I don’t think many people do,” he said, “which I think lends the advantage of nominating a guy like him.”

Likewise, Allison Clements, senior attorney for the Natural Resources Defense Council’s Sustainable FERC Project,

said her group has “not had the opportunity to work with Mr. Bay” but wished him well.

This puts Bay in stark contrast with Obama’s last pick to replace ex-FERC Chairman Jon Wellinghoff, former Colorado

utility regulator Ron Binz, whose extensive record of comments at energy policy forums made him an easy target for

opponents who accused him of being an apostle for the president’s “war on coal.”

Much as a detailed paper trail on issues like abortion can be a liability for a potential Supreme Court justice, a blank

slate on carbon emissions or wind power may be an advantage for someone who wants to lead a lesser-known energy

agency.

“My guess is that that ambiguity actually helps him in the confirmation process,” said Meghan McGuinness, associate

director for energy and environment for the Bipartisan Policy Center’s Energy Project.

“At this point, I don’t really know much at all about his positions on energy policy,” she said. “It’s a very different case

from Binz or even from Wellinghoff in that they both had pretty clear policy markers out there.”

Bay, a tall, soft-spoken former federal prosecutor, will still no doubt find Republicans digging into his history. But

McGuinness said there’s no record that points to a bias for or against coal or natural gas.

To some extent, Hoecker agreed.

“You can read all the tea leaves you want,” he said, “but I suppose you can make the argument that one reason he was a

good choice — other than the fact that he’s obviously a competent professional and somebody who has been around the

commission now for four or five years — is that he doesn’t have a track record he can be attacked on.”
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Bay, whose name has been circulating in the Beltway rumor mill since Binz withdrew, spends his day taking on energy

market manipulation — and levying sizable fines in the process — which has made him a respected figure on Capitol

Hill, particularly with Democrats.

Sen. Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio), a senior member of the Banking Committee, said he hopes

(https://www.politicopro.com/financialservices/whiteboard/?wbid=28153) Bay’s nomination “will send a message

that rigging markets at the expense of customers and end users will not be tolerated.”

Similarly, Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) called Bay “an excellent” choice to lead FERC and highlighted his work to

“catch major financial institutions manipulating California’s electricity markets.”

Bay’s enforcement efforts have extracted hundreds of millions of dollars (https://www.politicopro.com/energy

/whiteboard/?wbid=25259) in civil penalties and other payments from the energy units of Wall Street firms like

JPMorgan and Deutsche Bank for energy market manipulation.

FERC Commissioner John Norris, a Democrat who was once seen as the lead candidate to succeed Wellinghoff, said he

has “great respect” for Bay — while also using the opportunity to chide the White House.

“I am especially pleased because not once in any meeting that I have had with administration staff or any executive

branch agency the past four years has FERC’s enforcement responsibility been on the agenda or discussed,” Norris said

in a statement. “It is good to know that our enforcement responsibility is not only recognized but apparently a high

priority for the administration.”

Although Bay may have left behind few quotes or other material for his critics to seize on from his record as an attorney

and law professor in New Mexico, he could face the counter-danger of having too short a resume in the regulatory

arena.

“Exactly what makes him less vulnerable to attack in the same way that Binz was attacked,” Hoecker said, “also makes

him vulnerable in terms of what he knows about rates, about market structure, about competition, about the risks

associated with building transmission or pipelines. All those kinds of things.”

But Hoecker added that anyone who becomes a chairman or commissioner is going to know a lot about some subjects

and less about others. “So, in that sense, he’s not at any inherent disadvantage. And he’s been in the commission so he

at least knows the personalities and how the place works at a high level.”

Still, GOP strategist and lobbyist Mike McKenna quickly found Bay’s policy knowledge lacking.

“I know he’s an excellent lawyer and I know he’s a very good enforcement chief at FERC,” McKenna said. “I’m really

surprised that the administration has again picked somebody with limited experience with FERC and its issues as

chairman.”

Republicans are also rankled by Obama’s insistence on once again pushing someone into the chairmanship who wasn’t

already a commissioner, a rare move in FERC’s history. Robert Dillon, a spokesman for Alaska Sen. Lisa Murkowski,

the top Republican on the Senate energy committee, said it was “curious” that the president had tapped a second

person he felt “should jump over the sitting commissioners.”

Hoecker also didn’t quite understand why the White House would “paint a target on the nominees’ back by making

them chairman.”
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But Wellinghoff called that a minor issue and defended Bay’s qualifications for the top role.

“I have no comment on the issue of the designation of chairman other than it is a decision entirely in the discretion of

the president,” Wellinghoff wrote to POLITICO. “I do not think it is a huge issue and it should be remembered that Bay

has more experience at FERC than half of the commissioners currently on the commission.”

Slocum, of Public Citizen, argued that the focus on what Bay does and doesn’t know about energy policy isn’t a fair

metric.

In Washington, people want FERC to “fit it into this ‘energy policy’ box, but it never really has been that,” said Slocum.

“FERC is an administrative agency that basically operates like five judges poring over evidence and presiding over

complex legal dockets.” Slocum also noted FERC’s core responsibility of ensuring just and reasonable rates for

consumers.

Hoecker imparted one piece of advice for Bay: Read up.

“I think it’s very important that he study hard because there are a lot changes happening in this industry right now. It’s

not your father’s electricity grid. It’s not your father’s regulatory community,” he said.

“There are just a whole lot of things that are being driven to change and it will take some real scholarship to get caught

up,” Hoecker added. “But I think he’ll do fine.”
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